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THE NON-UNIQUENESS

OF LINGUISTIC INTUITIONS

JOHN M. CARROLL,THOMASG. BEVER, and CHAVA R. POLLACK

Columbia University
The mental basis of linguistic intuitions is obscure, as regards their relationship both
to other aspects of language behavior, such as speaking and listening, and to an hypothesized epistemological structure, such as a 'grammar'. In the present study, we
show that experimentally manipulated differences in mental state can systematically alter
the linguistic intuitions which speakers render about sentences. These results indicate
that the processes underlying intuitions cannot be ignored when they are used as empirical
data to test grammatical theories.*
'Inner perception ... constitutes the ultimate and
indispensable precondition for the other ... sources
of knowledge. Consequently ... inner perception
constitutes the very foundation upon which the
science of psychology is erected' (Brentano [1874]
1973:43) ... 'If anyone were to mount a skeptical
attack against this ultimate foundation of cognition, he would find no other foundation upon
which to erect an edifice of knowledge. Thus,
there is no need to justify our confidence in inner
perception. What is clearly needed instead is a
theory about the relation between such perception and its object ... such a theory is no longer
possible if perception and object are separated
into two distinct mental acts, of which the one
would only be an effect of the other' (ibid., 140).
INTRODUCTION

1.1. THENATUREOFINTUITIONS.The most directly available linguistic facts
are intuitions about sentences. At least some intuitions can be produced by
every native speaker, so they are easily-gathered data in the linguist's own
phenomenology. For this reason, theories of language are usually first tested
on intuitions about sentences collected from native speaker/hearers of a language. Nevertheless, use of personal intuitions about sentences is not simple
at all: the mental basis of such linguistic intuitions is obscure both with respect
to how they relate to other aspects of language behavior, such as speaking and
listening, and how they relate to an hypothesized epistemological structure,
such as a 'grammar'.
Linguists have made the initial assumption that clear intuitions about sentence acceptability and relatedness directly correspond to distinctions made
within a grammar, and that such intuitions are related to speaking and listening
by way of distinct 'performance' theories which operate on grammatical knowledge. But there is no empirical basis for these assumptions, except the independently verified psychological extensions of the grammar they yield. Un*

Support was received from a Fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation awarded
to the second author. Requests for reprints should be directed to the first author, whose present
address is 11-105 IBM Watson Research Center, P.O. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.
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fortunately,behavioralextensions of any currentlyavailablegrammarbeyond
the originalkind of intuitions which it describes are rare indeed.
In this paper, we consider the implicationsof the fact that linguisticintuitions
are themselves produced via performancemechanisms. Previous discussions
have demonstratedthis by showing that the linguisticcontext of an utterance
can determineits acceptability(Bever 1970,Carroll1979,Bolinger1968,Greenbaum 1977, Labov 1972, Spencer 1973). Furthermore,when intuitions are
examined case by case, a bewilderingvariabilityappears (Ross 1979). In the
present study, we show that experimentallymanipulateddifferencesin mental
state can systematically alter the linguistic intuitions which speakers render
about sentences. The regularityof this effect on intuitions opens up the possibility that the intuitive process can itself be controlled and studied.
Recent achievements in theoretical linguistics have depended primarilyon
ineluctable intuitions of sentence acceptabilityand relatedness. For example,
it is clear that any syntactic theory must deal with the fact that John ate the
is not a sentence, and that John ate the bun and The bun was eaten by John

are structurallyrelated sentences. Such intuitions are pre-theoreticallysolid,
and have been properlyused as factual touchstones of linguistictheory during
the last two decades. Duringmore recent years, however, majorschisms have
developed in transformationallinguistic theory, e.g. between the various
schools of 'Autonomous Syntax' on the one hand and of 'AbstractSyntax' on
the other.' Often, the datacited by each partyin such disputesinvolve intuitions
manifestlymore subtle than had been used before. If intuitionsare themselves
in part a function of mental states, it may be that such theoreticaldisputes are
partiallyrelated to systematic differences in the intuitionsthemselves.
In this paper, we present a case study of the commonly-held view that
intuitionsresultfrombehavioralprocesses that interactwith grammaticalstructures. Our results suggest that these processes can themselves be systematic,
ratherthan idiosyncraticto each intuition. Accordingly,the study of language
requiresa psychological theory about its fundamentaldata as part of the basis
for deciding theoretical issues that depend critically on intuitionalfacts. Our
discussion proceeds as follows. First, we apply an established operational
technique from social psychology to modify the intuitive process. This technique systematically varies the 'introspectiveobjectivity' which a person applies to a task. We then use this technique to vary the introspective set that
speakers apply in judging relatedness among differentkinds of causative sen' We intend
'Abstract Syntax' to refer to the body of syntactic analysis first explored and

developed in the works of linguistslike George Lakoff, James McCawley,and Paul Postal in the
late 1960'sandearly 1970's(see Postal 1972,Lakoff 1971,for discussion).We intend'Autonomous
Syntax' to refer to the body of syntactic analysis based directly upon Chomsky 1957, 1965, 1977.
It is important to note that we are contrasting the 'gist' of these respective schools of linguistic
theory, and that we attribute to no single linguist any of the specific analyses we discuss. It is not
critical to our argument that the reader accept our characterization of either Abstract Syntax or
Autonomous Syntax. We have introduced these labels only in order to focus the discussion. The
experimental results we present should certainly NOT be construed as favoring any one position
in theoretical linguistics over any other.
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tences. Our results show that less introspective objectivity is associated with
judgments that are directly consistent with structuraldescriptions from Autonomous Syntax, while greater introspective objectivity is associated with
judgments relatively consistent with structural descriptions from Abstract
Syntax.
It should be emphasized that this descriptive result does not impugn or
supportany particularsyntactic theory. It remainsan empiricaland theoretical
question whether intuitionsof sentence relatednessare all directly and equally
relevant to a syntactic theory. What is importanthere is not any apparent
support of one linguistic theory over another. Rather, it is the fact that a
systematic change in the behavioral contexts of intuitions is reflected in a
systematic change in the structuraldescriptionsthat are most directly implied
by those intuitions.
MENTAL
STATES.Our first task was to find
ANDSUBJECTIVE
1.2. OBJECTIVE

a way to vary systematicallya person's introspectivestate. To do this we drew
on the literatureconcerningthe effects of self-observationon humanperformance. Performance tends to change (usually becoming more intense) when
people can observe themselves or others engagedin the same activity. Triplett
1897experimentallydocumented this in a study of bicycling: cyclists pedaled
faster when they could see other cyclists. Duval & Wicklund 1972 recently
integratedthe extensive 'social facilitation' literaturethat followed Triplett's
discovery (reviewed by Zajonc 1965) in their theory of 'objective selfawareness'.
The mental state of objective self-awareness, as the name implies, is associated with viewing oneself as a separate object-seeing oneself as others
might. The objectively self-awareperson is sensitive to a relatively full range
of potential situations and interpersonalrelations. Conversely, the state of
subjective self-awareness is associated with seeing only from inside oneself,
with being an unreflectiveparticipantin a situation.The subjectivelyself-aware
person is sensitive to a narrowerrange of situations and relationships.Duval
& Wicklundpresent a numberof experimentalstudies which clarify and operationalizethe distinction between these states.
It is striking how similar the state of 'objective' self-awareness is to the
mental state of the linguist while rendering intuitions. Speaker/hearersare
subjectively preoccupied; they are not ordinarilyaware of unacceptabilities,
presuppositions, and ambiguitiesin their own utterances, or in the speech of
others. In order to have intuitions about acceptability, linguists must almost
cease to be behaving speaker/hearers.They must pause and reflect; in the
termsof Duval & Wicklund,linguistsobjectifythe sentence fromall the specific
potential functional contexts of its utterance. Duval & Wicklundthemselves
suggest (p. 6) that the objectively self-aware person might be especially sensitive to grammaticalcorrectness. But what exactly does 'correctness' mean
in linguistic enquiry?
The question highlights an importantdifference between the linguist's intuitions and the behaviors studiedby Duval & Wicklund.In their experimental
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tasks, correctness was always definedobjectively (e.g. in termsof the accuracy
or speed of performances).This made it possible for them to measure quantitatively the behavioraleffects of changes in objective self-awareness.But no
correspondinga-prioridefinitionexists for a 'correct'intuitionabout sentences.
While we cannot measurequantitativechanges in the 'correctness'of linguistic
intuitions,we may be able to identifyqualitativechanges in intuitionsresulting
from changes in objective self-awareness. Having intuitions at all requires a
minimumlevel of objective self-awareness. However, persons who are relatively more objectively preoccupiedmightexperience differentintuitionsfrom
those who are relatively less objectively preoccupied. In particular,a more
objectively preoccupied speaker may be more sensitive to generalizations
based on interpersonallinguistic experience.
1.3. THEMIRROR
In testing this prediction for linguistic inMANIPULATION.

tuitions, our first problemwas to decide on a techniquethat would manipulate
objective mental state, without our consultants' being aware of it. Duval &
Wicklund'sstandardtechniqueto elicit the mentalstate of objective self-awareness is to place a mirror before an experimental subject. Subjects are not
informedthat the mirrorhas any significance;however, the mere fact that they
can see themselves (as objects) reflected in the mirrorfacilitatesa mental state
of objective self-awareness;this is often reflected in performancechanges on
an experimentaltask.
We initially explored the effect of objective self-awarenesson linguistic intuitions other than those of acceptability or similarity.In our first study, we
asked subjects to rate the 'truth' of statements like these:
(1) a. A house is a building.
b. A garage is a building.
c. A lean-to is a building.
d. A tent is a building.
(2) a. A robin is a bird.
b. A chicken is a bird.
c. An ostrich is a bird.
d. A bat is a bird.
In these sentence sets, the subject nouns differed systematically as to how
'focally' they instantiatethe category denoted by the object noun (Rosch 1975).
Each consultant rendereda judgmentfor one of the sentences in eight sentence sets like the examples above. Consultantswere given booklets and allowed to work at their own speed, alone in smallexperimentalrooms, assigning
truthjudgmentson a 1 to 10 scale to each sentence pair. Each time a consultant
decided on a judgment for a particularpair, he or she had to consult a 'key'
which indicated where on the answer sheet to enter the judgment.
Ten of the consultantsperformedthis ratingtask while seated in front of the
mirror,to which the 'key' was taped. Ten of them performedthe task with the
mirrorturned around and the 'key' taped to its back. In each group, five of
the subjects were male, and five were female. All were native speakers of
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English between the ages of 18 and 25 years, with no reported training in
linguistics.
We expected that the truthjudgmentswould vary as a functionof the degree
to which the subject noun was an archetypicalmemberof the category named
by the predicate-objectnoun. In addition, we predicted that speakers in the
objective self-awareness (or OSA) condition would rate all the sentences as
'truer' than the speakers in the subjective self-awareness(or SSA) condition.
This follows from the fact that each sentence is 'true' in SOMEcommunicative
situation, and the more objectively self-aware person will tend to consider
more such situations.The meanratings(averagedacross speakersand sentence
sets) for the two conditions are presented in Table 1 ('10' is most true, '1' is
least true).
SENTENCE TYPE

A
A
A
A

SSA

CONDITION

9.55
7.60
5.40
3.25
6.45

house is a building.
garage is a building.
lean-to is a building.
tent is a building.
OVER-ALL

OSA

CONDITION

9.60
8.60
7.35
4.50
7.51

TABLE 1.

The ratingsof truth in the OSA condition were reliablyhigherthan those in
the SSA condition.2 Further, the OSA/SSA difference was larger for the (c)
sentences; this suggests that the OSA conditionconsultantsdistinguishedmore
between the archetypicallyunlikely but technically true (c) sentences and the
technically false (d) sentences than did the SSA condition consultants. These
results confirmedour predictionsandlent initialvalidityto the mirrortechnique
as a means of manipulatingintrospective set vis-a-vis linguistic intuitions.
Before we turn to an applicationof this technique to intuitionsof sentence
relatedness, it is useful to considerthe implicationsof these resultsfor semantic
investigations. Thus Lakoff 1972 argues that data like Rosch's and those in
Table 1 demonstrate that 'truth' is not a categorical concept, but rather a
'fuzzy' gradationof 'more and less true'. In the light of our findings, should
we now conclude that the formal characterizationof linguistictruth must also
refer to the presence of mirrors-or, at least, to OSA 'levels'? Obviously not:
this determinationremains a theoretical question. Our results extend the empirical basis for theoretical analyses of linguistic truth, and set constraintson
what could be a comprehensive account; but they do not dictate their own
descriptionin linguistictheory. Indeed, we found a large and highly significant
difference between truthjudgments renderedfor sentences (a)-(c), on the one
hand, and those renderedfor the (d) sentences, on the other, in BOTHthe OSA
2
Consultants in the OSA condition rendered higher average truth ratings than informants in the
SSA condition (p < .05, by Wilcoxon's Signed-Ranks Test for Uncorrelated Samples). Sentence
sets also received higher average truth ratings in the OSA condition (p < .025, by Wilcoxon's
Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test). (See Ferguson 1971 for discussion of Wilcoxon's non-parametric statistical tests.)
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andthe SSA conditions.3Primafacie, this latterresultreconfirmsthe possibility
that categorical distinctions of truth and falsity CANexist in behavior.
INTUITIONS ABOUT INTERSENTENTIAL RELATIONS

2. Intuitions about intersententialrelations are importantdata in the discovery and verificationof grammars.Chomsky (1965:21-4) defines a 'descriptively adequate' grammaras one that provides an account of such intuitions.
He gives as examples the relations of ambiguity and paraphrase;but these
relations do not exhaust the criterion of descriptive adequacy. A grammaris
justified to the extent that it accuratelydescribes ALLintersententialrelations
that are salient in the linguistic intuitionsof speaker/hearers.Recent linguistic
research refers to an increasing variety of such intersententialrelations (e.g.
entailment, presupposition,and cohesion).
Psycholinguistic research has also evaluated grammarsin terms of their
ability to account for intuitions about intersententialrelations such as 'similarity' between sentences. In the first majorstudy of this sort, Clifton & Odom
1966 asked subjects to rate the similarityof pairs of structurallyrelated sentences. The pairs were drawnfrom sets of eight sentences. Each set consisted
of a simple transitive sentence with its passive, its negation, its question, and
the combinationsof these (e.g. negative-passive-question).For each set, one
member was designated as the 'standard',against which the remainingseven
sentences were rated for similarity.Clifton & Odom used the patternsof similarityjudgmentsto comparepredictionsbased on two syntacticmodels: Chomsky 1957 vs. Katz & Postal 1964. These models gave differentstructuralanalyses for the eight types of constructions.
Clifton & Odom subjected means of the 28 pair-wise similarityjudgments
to a multidimensionalscaling analysis. (For discussion of multidimensional
scaling techniques, see Kruskal 1964, as well as the Appendix below.) Multidimensional scaling transforms a matrix of numerical relationships-in this
case, the similarityjudgmentsrenderedby their subjects-into a plot of spatial
relationships.The plot of Clifton& Odom's data on sentence similarityshowed
that all the sentence forms were roughlyequidistant,with the exception of two
pairs which were virtuallycoincident:the question and negative-question,and
the passive-question and passive-negative-question.
On the analysis presented in Chomsky 1957, this result has no obvious
explanation.In that analysis, the negative, question, and passive constructions
(and their combinations) were derived by optional transformations,with the
same underlyingstructurein eath'ciSC.Thereare two obvious ways to interpret
how such a theory will be reflected in a spatial representationof similarity
ratings:similarityis based either on transformationalidentity, or on identityof
underlyingstructure. The former would predict that the sentence forms lie at
the corners of a 3-dimensional'cube', with each dimension correspondingto
one of the transformations(see Miller 1962). Alternatively, if 'similarity' is
3

For speakers in both conditions, p < .001, using the Sign Test. (See Fergusonfor discussion
of the Sign Test.)
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based on underlying structuralidentity, then the sentence forms should be
mutually equidistant. Neither interpretationis consistent with the results obtained, since all the pairs but two were equidistant.
The view that similarityratingsare based on underlyingstructureis directly
consonant with the Katz & Postal analysis of these sentence forms. In that
analysis, the underlyingstructuresfor question and negative-questionand for
the passive-question and negative-passive-questionare identical, while the
other forms have different underlyingstructuresfrom each other. Clifton &
Odom concluded that the sentence-similaritydata supportedKatz & Postal's
analysis over Chomsky's.
One of Clifton & Odom's principalconcerns was to distinguishbetween two
syntactic theories. This purpose may well have been outmoded by developments in linguistic theory. We will use their experimental task for another
purpose entirely: namely, to study the patterns of intuitions about sentence
relations that occur under different conditions. On our view, speakers adopt
particularstrategies for interpretingtheir intuitions, dependingon immediate
behavioralcontext. These strategies emphasize particularaspects of linguistic
structure,which in turn form the basis for personal similarityjudgments. We
concerned ourselves with patterns of relations among sentences like these:
(3) a. ACTIVE:The morning sun dried the sweet raisins.

b.
c.

d.
e.

PASSIVE: The sweet raisins were dried by the morningsun.
INCHOATE: The sweet raisins dried in the morning sun.
WERE-INCHOATE: The sweet raisinswere dried in the morningsun.
CAUSE:

The morningsun caused the sweet raisins to dry.

f. BECAUSE:The sweet raisins dried because of the morning sun.

(The labels we have placed on these sentences are for convenience only; they
should not be interpretedas implyingformal analyses of the structures.)
Of course, many descriptions of the relations among these sentences are
possible. In this paper, we will use the different descriptions offered by two
schools of transformationalgrammar:Autonomous Syntax and Abstract Syntax. There are many differencesbetween these two schools, and many variants
within each school. The salient descriptive feature for our concern here involves the underlyingsource for the sentences. Followers of Abstract Syntax
would argue that many of these six sentence types derive from identical (or
very similar)underlyingstructures, because of their semantic similarity. For
example, on this analysis, the actual CAUSE sentence is close in form to the
structure that underlies both the ACTIVE
and BECAUSE
sentences, as well as the

CAUSE
sentence itself (see below).4 In contrast, followers of AutonomousSyn4 At first, it might seem that an Abstract Syntax analysis would assign INCHOATE and

WERE-

the same underlyingstructureas the otherfour sentences,just becauseof theirsimilarity
in meaning. Closer inspection, however, shows that this analysis would be incorrect. Both the
INCHOATE and WERE-INCHOATE contain an unspecifiedagent other than the sun-as
exemplified
in the sentences below, into which optionalagents have been inserted:
INCHOATE

The sweet raisins dried in the morning sun because of the wind.
The sweet raisins were dried by the wind in the morning sun.
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tax would analyse these three sentence types as derivingfrom differentdeep
structures.5
These two theories are intended to be structural accounts of sentences.
However, we can differentiatethe theories accordingto the intuitivelinguistic
level they emphasize. The level which Abstract Syntax analysis addresses is,
by design, more communicatively generalized than that which Autonomous
Syntax addresses. For example, analyses within Abstract Syntax represent
structurallythe implicit causation expressed in a sentence like 3a, while analyses in Autonomous Syntax represent only the exchange of major NP's that
relates forms like 3a-b. We decided to examine the bases of these factual
disputesby referringto the OSA/SSA manipulation.It appearedthatthe pattern
of intuitions supportingeach kind of analysis might reflect a systematic difference in a speaker's current self-awareness.
We postulated that the OSA state would encourage an Abstract Syntax
analysis as a strategy for organizingintuitions; and that a state of relatively
less objective self-awareness would encourage a strategy of interpretingintuitions accordingto an AutonomousSyntax analysis. This differentiationfollows
from the hypothesis that objectively self-aware speakers have an implicitly

The otherfour sentencetypes do not have an agentmissing,as demonstratedby the unacceptability
of the following sentences:
*The morningsun dried the sweet raisins because of the wind.
*The sweet raisins were dried by the morningsun by the wind.
*The morningsun caused the sweet raisinsto dry because of the wind.
*The sweet raisinsdried because of the morningsun because of the wind.
In none of these sentences is wind interpretableas the causative agent of the activity of drying.
Accordingly,the INCHOATEand WERE-INCHOATEsentences differfrom the other four in their underlyingrelations. They also differ from each other. The WERE-INCHOATErequiresan agent in its
underlyingform, while the INCHOATEdoes not; i.e., the underlyingsource for the WERE-INCHOATE
would be something like NP caused (the raisins become dry) in the sun, while the underlying
structure for the INCHOATE would be like The raisins became dry in the sun.

One might want to argue that an Abstract Syntax analysis would also assign a readingto the
and WERE-INCHOATE that derives froman underlyingstructureidenticalto the otherfour
sentence types we are studying. Even if this were so, it would not change our predictionsabout
the scaling analysis of similarity.Scaling is sensitive to RELATIVEdistances among stimuli. Since
the INCHOATEand WERE-INCHOATE are differentfrom the other four types on at least one reading,
they should be scaled as distantfrom those types.
5 Cf. fn. above. It shouldbe noted that the
1,
AutonomousSyntaxtheorywent througha phase,
the so-called StandardTheory (Katz & Postal 1964, Chomsky 1965), in which ACTIVE, PASSIVE,
CAUSE, and BECAUSE sentences would all be viewed as sharinga common source. One reason for
this is that, to a first-orderapproximation,the sentencesare semanticallyidentical:they all propose
the sun as the agentof the raisinsbecomingdry. In StandardTheory, such semanticsimilaritywas
directlyexplainedby referenceto a commondeep structure,since deep structureswere the sole
source of relationalsemanticinformation.Later versions of AutonomousSyntax (e.g. Extended
StandardTheory, Chomsky 1971;Trace Theory, Chomsky 1977,Chomskyand Lasnik 1977)have
been able to returnto a deep-structureanalysis similarto that of Chomsky 1957,with respect to
the issues under discussion here, because identity of semantic relations no longer presupposes
identityof deep structure.(But see Katz 1972for anothersolution, maintainingthe sole semantic
role of deep structuresbut allowingthe same deep-structuredifferencesas in Chomsky 1957.)
INCHOATE
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heightened sense of social interaction,and thereforewill be more sensitive to
the communicativesimilarityamong the sentences.
IN SIMILARITY
RATINGS.There are 15 posDIFFERENCES
2.1. QUANTITATIVE
sible pairings of the six sentence types listed above (e.g. ACTIVEwith PASSIVE
and CAUSE with ACTIVE). We constructed 15 such sentence sets, each with a

differentactor, action, and object. Consultantswere asked to rendersimilarity
judgments for the 15 possible pairingsof sentence types, each of which was
drawnfrom a differentsentence set. Thus there were 15differentpresentations
of 15 sentence pairs each; each presentation included one sentence pairing
from each sentence set, and one instance of each of the possible pairingsof
sentence types.
The presentationswere arrangedin a Latin squarewith respect to sentencetype pairings, so that each possible pairingappearedonce in each of the 15
serial positions in a presentation.The 15 presentationswere preparedas booklets, with a differentpair appearingon each page. Two of 30 consultantswere
randomlyassigned to each of the 15 presentations.One consultantin each of
the 15 presentation conditions was assigned to the OSA condition, and the
other was assignedto the SSA condition.Again, participantswere native speakers of English with no reportedtrainingin linguistics. Both the OSA and SSA
groups consisted of eight males and seven females.
The predictedeffect of OSA did in fact occur: consultantsratedthe similarity
of sentence pairs as greater when in the OSA condition than in the SSA condition (see Table 2). We tested this effect statisticallyby speaker, by sentence
SSA

CONDITION

OSA

CONDITION

ACTIVEVS. PASSIVE
ACTIVEVS. INCHOATE

8.66
6.66

7.80
6.73

ACTIVE VS. WERE-INCHOATE

5.86

6.60

ACTIVEVS. CAUSE
ACTIVEVS. BECAUSE
PASSIVEVS. INCHOATE

7.26
6.60
6.93

7.46
7.53
6.86

PASSIVE VS. WERE-INCHOATE

6.80

7.46

PASSIVEVS. CAUSE
PASSIVEVS. BECAUSE

5.93
7.06

7.80
7.73

INCHOATE VS. WERE-INCHOATE

8.13

6.86

INCHOATEVS. CAUSE
INCHOATEVS. BECAUSE

5.73
5.26

6.00
6.73

WERE-INCHOATE VS. CAUSE

6.06

6.80

WERE-INCHOATE VS. BECAUSE

5.40

6.40

CAUSE VS. BECAUSE

7.80

8.06

6.76

7.12

OVER-ALL

TABLE2.

set, and by sentence-type pairing.6As in our first experiment, this indicates
that linguistic intuitions can systematically vary as a function of the mental
6 Consultantsin the OSA condition
assigned higheraverageratings(mean = 7.12 out of 10.0)
than those in the SSA condition(mean = 6.76 out of 10.0;p < .05, by Wilcoxon'sMatched-Pairs
Signed-RanksTest, matchingsubjectsin the same presentationcondition).Sentence sets received
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state of OSA. In particular,the results of this experimentsuggest that the more
objectively preoccupied person is more sensitive to the communicativesimilarity between sentences, and accordinglyassigns higher similarityratings to
sentences that are communicativelysimilar. The less objectively preoccupied
person is less sensitive to the relations, and assigns lower similarityratings.
2.2.

QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN SIMILARITY RATINGS. We

next considered

the qualitativedifferences between the OSA and SSA conditions. In order to
do this, we performed a multidimensionalscaling analysis on the similarity
judgments. (See our discussion of Clifton & Odom, above.) The scaling plot
is 'non-metric';i.e., the distances are linearlyrelated not to the actual values
in the original matrix, but ratherto the orderingrelationshipsbetween these
values. In the present case, this means that multidimensionalscaling plots of
the OSA conditionand the SSA conditionjudgmentscan be compareddirectly,
in spite of the higher over-all similarityjudgments elicited by the OSA condition. The scaling plots representthe 'qualitative'propertiesof the judgments
obtained in the two conditions, REGARDLESSOF THE OVER-ALLQUANTITATIVE
DIFFERENCE.

It is useful to know ahead of time what spatialorganizationcan be expected
in each condition. We have used the over-all differencein similarityratingsto
suggest that the SSA condition brings out an organizationof intuitions associated with Autonomous Syntax, and the OSA condition one with Abstract
Syntax. We follow Clifton & Odom in assumingthat speakersassign similarity
ratings according to their current interpretationof similarity in underlying
structure. This predicts that the ACTIVEand PASSIVEwill be judged highly

similar, and different from the other constructions in the SSA condition: on
an Autonomous Syntax analysis, only the active and passive constructions
share a deep structure,among the six constructionswe are using.
Figure 1 (overleaf) presents a mean two-dimensionalplot of the similarity
data for the SSA condition. (Concerningour use of multidimensionalscaling,
see also the Appendix, below. In the text we only discuss the data as averaged
across several analyses in each condition.)This representationhas two striking
features. First, the six sentence types appearto cluster into one strong group
and two weak ones; and these three groups are mutuallyabout as far apartas
they can be. Second, within these three groups, PASSIVEand ACTIVEare much
nearer one another than are CAUSE and BECAUSE, or INCHOATEand WERE-INthis pattern is highly significant.
CHOATE;

If judgments are based on similarity in underlyingstructure, then an ACTIVE-PASSIVE
cluster is exactly that predicted by an Autonomous Syntax anal-

ysis, in which only those two sentence forms share an underlyingstructure.
Althoughthe other two 'clusters'are not statisticallyreliable,they may indicate

higher average rating in the OSA condition than in the SSA condition (p < .005, by Wilcoxon's
Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test). Finally, sentence-type pairings received higher ratings in the
OSA condition than in the SSA condition (p < .025, by Wilcoxon's Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks
Test).
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CAUSE
WERE-INCHOATE

BECAUSE
INCHOATE

ACTIVEa
PASSIVE

FIGURE 1. Each point is the mean position of 11 low-stress plots.

that surface identity of morphemes is also part of the over-all criterion of
differ by only one word (namely,
and WERE-INCHOATE
similarity. INCHOATE
are the only
were) in their lexical manifestations. Further, CAUSEand BECAUSE
sentence types that explicitly have the root cause.
The predictions made for the OSA condition by an Abstract Syntax analysis
are more complicated. First, consider the group CAUSE,BECAUSE,
ACTIVE,and
PASSIVE. In an Abstract Syntax framework, all these sentence types can be
derived from a single underlying semantic structure, bracketed as follows:
(4) (CAUSE SUN (DRY RAISINS))

If no optional transformations apply to this structure, it is realized by a surface
sequence like the CAUSEsentence. If the predicate DRY is raised into the main
clause, it will be realized by a surface sequence like the ACTIVEsentence (and
from this structure, the PASSIVEsentence would be derived as in Autonomous
Syntax). Finally, if the entire embedded clause (DRY RAISINS)is raised out of
the bracketing structure, itself becoming the main clause, the surface sequence
realized will be like the BECAUSEsentence.
The INCHOATEand WERE-INCHOATE
sentences have quite different analyses
(see fn. 4). The INCHOATEform has an intransitive verb, while the sentence
types discussed above have either a transitive verb or an intransitive verb plus
an explicit use of cause (or because). The WERE-INCHOATE
form is also quite
different from the previously-discussed sentence types. On the most obvious
reading, it is a truncated passive:
(5) The sweet raisins were dried in the morning sun BYSOMEONE/SOMETHING.
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Hence, though it contains a transitive form of the verb dry, it has a different
agent than the four sentence types which have the sun as the agent. These
considerations predict that, in the OSA condition, ACTIVE,PASSIVE,CAUSE, and
BECAUSE will be judged as identical to each other, while INCHOATE and WEREINCHOATE will each be judged different from all the other constructions.
Figure 2 presents the mean of the reliable two-dimensional scaling plots for
the judgments obtained from the OSA condition subjects. This plot is exactly
that predicted by underlying identity of structure in an Autonomous Syntax
analysis: ACTIVE, PASSIVE, BECAUSE, and CAUSE cluster together, while INCHOATE and WERE-INCHOATE are isolated points.

WERE-INCHOATE

CAUSE
*

a

PASSIVE BECAUSE
ACTIVE

INCHOATE
FIGURE 2. Each point is the mean position of 15 low-stress plots.

We conclude from these scaling analyses that the qualitative differences
between the OSA and SSA conditions correspond to differences between the
Abstract and Autonomous Syntactic analyses of these sentences.
IMPLICATIONS

3. Systematically different sets of intuitions about sentence relatedness can
exist in the same linguistic population. This raises the possibility that there are
relatively stable mental schemata that underlie manifest intuitions of similarity.
On this view, speakers shift their intuitional processes from one form to another
without being aware of doing so. We do not have enough cases to motivate a
full theory of how intuitional processes interact with linguistic structure. However, we can start the investigation of such a theory by postulating that speakers
use INTUITIONALSTRATEGIESto organizetheir introspectivelinguisticpercepts.
Consultants who are objectively self-aware adopt a communicative strategy,
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which emphasizes semantic similarity. Those who are in an SSA state use a
sententialstrategy, relying on more focused structuralpropertiesof sentences.
It is startlingthat we can identify intuitions renderedunder the communicative strategy with a particularlinguistic analysis, and those renderedunder
the sententialstrategywith a differentlinguisticanalysis of the same data. This
suggests that some of the apparentempiricalsupportfor factual conflicts between these analyses could reflect a covert shift in intuitionalstrategy; i.e.,
the analyses could both be correct because they are, in fact, analyses of different linguistic phenomena (see Katz & Bever 1976 for fuller discussion of
this).
Accordingly, the interactionbetween linguisticintuitionsand the OSA state
does not selectively support any particularschool of linguistic theory. What
these results do indicateis that the process of havinglinguisticintuitionscannot
be ignoredin their use as empiricaldata to test theories. Ourexperimentshould
be taken as an emphatic demonstrationthat linguistic intuitions have a dual
systematic nature. On the one hand, they can be basic and primitivemanifestations of the grammaticalknowledge speakers share; but on the other hand,
they are complex behavioral performancesthat can be properly understood
and adequately interpretedonly by a comprehensiveanalysis.
Many questions remainunansweredconcerningthe behavioralbasis of rendering intuitions. Psychologists still fear the excesses of Titchenerianintrospectionism (Boring 1953);and, by common consent, they have outlawed intuition as an empirical source, rather than trying to understandthis type of
behavior. A full explicationof the present results must includea theory of how
humanknowledgeand behaviorinteractto configuremanifestintuitions.Trying
to avoid the problemby pre-theoreticfiat will not remove the effects described
by such a theory; it will only make them unpredictable.
Some may feel our data show that the empiricalapocalypse is at hand for
linguistics: if intuitions are not the factual bedrock of linguistic science, then
we can ask, is it a science of anythingat all? Fortunately,such a quandaryis
unwarrantedby our data. We have shown that relatively subtle intuitionscan
be systematically manipulated.But the science of linguistics is the science of
LANGUAGE, not merely the orderly description of intuitions. The pre-theoretically clear intuitionssuch as those cited in our introductionremainvalid facts,
which any descriptionof languagemust include. Furthermore,many linguistic
structuresmay be discovered deductively, on theory-internalgrounds, rather
than based on intuitionaldata.
If we look both backward and forward, this is the state of the art, as we
understandit. Solid, pre-theoreticsentence intuitionswere used as the factual
test for initial theoretical developments in generative grammar.As theories
have become more sophisticated,the facts they aspireto describehave become
more subtle. However, the expression of these subtle, but theoreticallycrucial,
aspects of linguistic knowledge can be systematicallydistorted in the process
of renderinglinguistic intuitions. This both makes possible and requires the
use of a theory of introspection as part of the theoretical interpretationof
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intuitions. Such a theory will articulate a richer understandingof language
behavior-embracing listening, talking, AND THE INTUITIONAL PROCESS ITSELF.
APPENDIX
A word is in orderabout our use of multidimensionalscaling, in particularwith referenceto the
statisticalsignificanceof the findings.There are two questions:First, is each patternreliablefor
the solution in two dimensions?Second, are the two cluster patternssignificantlydifferent?
Multidimensionalscaling is non-deterministic:the same similaritydata on 15 pairsof sentences
can resultin differentsolutions,dependingon the orderin whichthe similarityvalues are accessed.
Each solutionhas a differentgoodness-of-fitto an ideal representation:this is indicatedin an index
for each plot called 'stress', a least-squaresmeasureof the amountof variabilityin the data for
which the solutiondoes not account. Hence, the lower the stress, the less the solutionviolates the
ordinalrelationsamong the originalsimilarityratings.
Often the goal is to prove that a particularset of similaritydata is representablein a particular
numberof dimensions. For example, we mightwish to demonstratesimplythat the six sentences
CANbe plottedin an n-dimensionalanalysisthat accountsfor a significantamountof the variance.
To do this, we simply must show that the stress level assignedto an n-dimensionalplot is significantlylowerthanchance, andthatthe stress level is higherat n + I dimensionsandnot appreciably
lower at n - I dimensions.This situationdoes obtainfor the 2-dimensionalanalyses of both the
OSA and SSA conditions:the stress values we obtainedfor sample 1-dimensionalsolutions were
.285 for the SSA condition and .375 for the OSA condition. Since our programautomatically
terminatedwhen stress reached .01, and since most of our 2-dimensionalsolutionsattainedstress
values this low, stress values of sample 3-dimensionalsolutions were not lower than our 2-dimensionalresults. This gives initial validity to the claim that the data can be appropriatelyrepresented in two dimensions.
However, we must be cautiousin concludingthis. A problemarises in multidimensionalanalysis
when the numberof dimensionsapproachesthe numberof points being plotted:obviously, a 6dimensionalplot can always accountfor six data pointswith zero stress, even if they actuallyhave
no systematic underlyingorganization.Even a 2-dimensionalplot of six actually randomdatapoints can occur with a low stress some of the time. The frequencyof such spuriouslow-stress
solutionshas been estimatedby MonteCarlosimulation.Klahr1969(see also Wagenaar& Padmos
1971)showed that six actually unstructuredpoints will appearto have a 2-dimensionalsolution
with a final stress < .01 on 20%of the analyses.
We tested the 2-dimensionalreliabilityof our solutions for OSA and SSA conditions in the
followingway. Each set of data was analysed 18 differenttimes with a randomlydifferentstarting
configuration,and thus access order. of the 15 similarityratings.To be conservative, we did not
use the frequently-usedTORSCAconfigurationthat avoids local minima.Ourprogramwas KYST
(Kruskal,Young,Shepard,Torgerson),a packageat the ColumbiaUniversityCenterforComputing
Activities, which is basically a mergingof M-D-SCAL5M and TORSCA9; it automaticallyterminates each solution after (a) a solution with stress - .01 is found, (b) a repeatingstress level
occurs 10 times, or (c) 50 passes throughthe matrixhave failed to produce(a) or (b).
We obtained 15 solutionswith stress : .01 for the OSA data, and I I solutionsfor the SSA data.
This contrasts with the mean of 3.6 solutions of stress < .01 expected if the input data were
random.(Chi square = 42.02 and 16.53, df = 1.,p < .001 for both conditions.)That is, although
the numberof points studiedis small, the fact that there is a highgoodness-of-fitof the solutions
shows that the data in each conditionare meaningfullyrepresentedin two dimensions.
But how reliableis the particularpatternin the plot for each condition,and how reliablydoes
each patternconform to its hypotheticallycorrespo,diLng
grammaticalan'alsis? Figs. 1-2 above
actually present the composite mean position for each of the six points in the plots with stress
- .01 (reflected for symmetrical solutions when relevant). Table A
(overleaf) lists the standard
deviations of the direct line distances from each of those means; the low S.D.'s suggest that the
pattern is reliable.
It is possible to determine How reliable each pattern is. The data underlying Table A allow a
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SSA
COMPARISON

MEAN

S.D.

OSA
Z

MEAN

.314
ACTIV/PASSV
.046 .063
.73
.532
ACTIV/CAUSE
1.446 .143 10.11
.282
ACTIV/BECAU
1.438 .140 10.27
.289
PASSV/CAUSE
1.440 .112 12.85
.312
1.459 .146 9.99
PASSV/BECAU
CAUSE/BECAU
1.014 .441 2.30
.354
ACTIV/INCHO
1.446 .143 10.11
1.923
ACTIV/WERIN
2.079
1.441 .134 10.75
PASSV/INCHO
1.423 .145 9.81
1.824
PASSV/WERIN
1.797
1.450 .136 10.66
CAUSE/INCHO
1.970 .295 6.68
2.098
CAUSE/WERIN
1.468 .133 11.04
1.922
BECAU/INCHO
2.148
2.452 .238 10.30
BECAU/WERIN 2.229 .204 10.73
2.081
INCHO/WERIN
1.815
.695 .548
1.27
TABLE A. 'Z' in S.D.'s refers to the distance
between the members of a pair.

S.D.

Z

.281
.451
.285
.240
.275
.338
.139
.081
.197
.192
.075
.113
.081
.052
.172
from

1.12
1.18
.99
1.20
1.35
1.05
13.83
25.67
9.26
9.36
27.97
17.00
26.52
40.02
10.55
zero

and
quantification of the strength of the clusters. In the SSA condition, all 11 plots show ACTIVE
and WERE-INCHOATE
are
PASSIVE
closer than any other pair (p < .0005 by a Sign Test); INCHOATE
are
closer to each other than to CAUSEor BECAUSE
(p < .0005 for each), and CAUSEand BECAUSE
and WERE-INCHOATE,
or WERE-INCHOATE
closer to each other than to INCHOATE
(p < .003). INCHOATE
and CAUSEand BECAUSEsentences show only a tendency (.033 < p < .327) to be closer to one
cluster is statistically reliable,
another than to ACTIVEor PASSIVE.That is, the ACTIVE-PASSIVE
while the INCHOATE-WERE-INCHOATE
and CAUSE-BECAUSE
clusters are not.
In the OSA condition plots, both INCHOATE
and WERE-INCHOATE are always furtherfrom each
of the other four points than any pair of the other points are from each other (p < .00005 for each
comparison). As we have pointed out, the plots are of relative, not absolute, position; hence the
and WERE-INCHOATE
from the other four points, and from each
significant distance of INCHOATE
other, reflects the fact that the other four points themselves form a significant cluster.
The data in Table A offer further support for these cluster analyses. We can quantify the
possibility that the members of a cluster actually lie on the same point by calculating the z-score
for distance = zero, relative to the mean distance between that pair. For example ACTIVEand
CAUSEin the SSA condition have a z-score for zero distance of 10.11, meaning that their actual
distance apart is 10.11 standard deviation units away from zero-a highly significant distance. In
and PASSIVE
in the SSA condition
contrast, the mean z-score for zero distance of the 'cluster' ACTIVE
is .73, a non-significant difference. In the OSA condition, all six 'cluster' pairs from among ACTIVE,
have a z-score for distance = zero - 1.35; the 'non-cluster' pairs
PASSIVE,CAUSE,and BECAUSE
have a corresponding score- 9.26. That is, the members of the clusters are not significantly
different from lying on the SAMEpoint, while non-clustering sentence forms are significantly far
apart.
In brief, careful consideration shows that our analyses are reliable; that the two conditions differ
significantly; and that they each conform to a distinct theoretical prediction based on a distinct
linguistic analysis. The reason we did not use more sentence types to avoid statistical problems
is both practical and theoretical. For example, 10 sentence types would have required 45 separate
sentence pairs for judgment-a considerable strain for both experimenter and subject. Even worse,
the effect of making many judgments could in itself be expected to heighten the subjects' OSA
level, perhaps washing out the effect of the mirror manipulation.
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